1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The foundation of COVID-19 diagnostic testing has included direct detection of viral genomes through nucleic acid amplification methods. For tests that have been utilized under an Emergency Use Authorization by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the sole mechanism of amplification used in such tests to date of this manuscript has been real-time PCR (RT-PCR). Assessments of the sensitivities of these tests have been generated and provided to the scientific community, including comparisons of CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel, the Hologic Panther Fusion and the Diasorin Simplexa, among others \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020]\]. Tests that utilize mechanisms of amplification other than the polymerase chain reaction are now becoming available. Among them is the Hologic Panther (non-Fusion) Aptima platform which utilizes transcription mediated amplification (TMA) to amplify the number of target genomes. The Hologic Panther is not uncommonly located in public health and clinical laboratories. This is primarily due to its ease-of-use and high-throughput capability. At the time of preparation of this manuscript, the Hologic Panther is located in 54 % of public health laboratories, making it a strong candidate for contributing to the high-throughput testing needs of states and counties seeking to reopen their businesses and institutes \[[@bib0025]\]. Additionally, while throughput of testing is a key feature that is sought in detection assays for SARS-CoV-2, sensitivity is likely also a very significant trait. Reports of false negative results from real time PCR testing indicate that even the high analytical sensitivity of RT-PCR may be challenged by the pathology of COVID-19 \[[@bib0030],[@bib0035]\]. For this reason, any new tool in the diagnostic arsenal should be assessed for its ability to detect sensitively this virus. Herein, we present data from a comparison study between RT-PCR and TMA as employed by the Hologic Aptima SARS-CoV-2 Assay. This study includes nasopharyngeal swabs taken from individuals tested for SARS-CoV-2 either in a medical or public health screening setting. Additionally, an assessment of analytical sensitivity and limit-of-detection was performed using a quantitated solution of viral genome diluted in transport matrices.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

Specimens (116) were collected throughout the state of Nevada (April 1 -- May 8, 2020) and included symptomatic individuals (self-reported presence of fever, cough or shortness of breath) or individuals associated with an outbreak at a facility, regardless of symptomology. Specimens were taken by nasopharyngeal swab and transported to the Nevada State Public Health Laboratory in viral transport medium (VTM). Specimens were transported on cold packs and stored by refrigeration (4−8 °C) for 72 h or less prior to being subject to nucleic acid extraction and subsequent real time PCR. Extraction was performed by Omega Biotek MagBind Viral DNA/RNA 96 Kit following manufacturer's instructions with an elution volume of 100 μl. Eluted RNA (5 μl for the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel (111 specimens), 10 μl for the Taqpath COVID-19 (EUA) Multiplex assay (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) (5 specimens) was subjected to real time PCR either by the CDC EUA Real Time PCR for SARS-CoV-2, or the Taqpath COVID-19 Multiplex assay. Both assays were performed according to their respective Emergency Use Authorized procedures. Comparison of the Taqpath COVID-19 Multiplex relative to the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel showed 100 % sensitivity and specificity relative to one another, with 100 % concordance through 20 specimens. Real-time specimens may be "reactive", "non-reactive" and "inconclusive". Inconclusive results by the utilized RT-PCR assays are caused when only one of two or three genomic targets shows amplification for a particular specimen. The cause of this is due either to the presence of very low numbers of viral genomic targets for detection \[[@bib0010]\], or false, low-level reactivity for a singular primer/probe set.

Patient specimens were stored at −80 °C for 1--5 weeks prior to assessment by transcription-mediated amplification. Transcription-mediated amplification (TMA) was performed on the Hologic Panther using RUO versions of the SARS-CoV-2 detection assay and included the following steps: 500 μl of VTM was added to 710 μl of Hologic lysis tube solution. Such specimens were loaded onto the Hologic Panther and tested by programmed protocol, which includes the analysis of 360 μl of lysed specimen. Specimens resulted by the Panther are recorded as "positive", "negative" or "Invalid" ("invalid" did not occur during the course of this study). With consideration of inconclusive specimens: true positivity is ascertained by reactivity by two orthogonal molecular tests (in this case, TMA and RT-PCR). As a result, two of the evaluated inconclusive specimens in this study are deemed true positives and two are considered true negatives.

Analytical sensitivity / limit-of-detection analysis was performed using quantitated genomic RNA from SARS-CoV-2, Isolate USA-WA1/2020 (BEI Resources, Manassas, VA). The stock solution of 5.5 × 10e7 genome equivalents/mL was diluted in 10-fold series in viral transport media or Aptima Multitest Collection fluid. Dilutions were tested in replicates of five.

3. Results {#sec0015}
==========

To assess differences in analytical sensitivity between real-time PCR and TMA, we performed a limit-of-detection (LoD) study by creating a dilution series of purified / quantified SARS-CoV-2 genomic material either in VTM or APTIMA collection matrix. Specimens at each dilution were tested in replicates of five each by either detection method. As shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, the Taqpath COVID-19 Multiplex assay demonstrated detection capability of 5/5 (100 %) samples at 5.5 × 10e5 copies per milliliter and at least one SARS-CoV-2 gene in 5/5 (100 %) of samples at a concentration of 5.5 × 10e4 copies per milliliter. CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel detected 100 % of specimens at 5.5 × 10e5 copies per milliliter and 2/5 (40 %) of specimens at 5.5 × 10e4 copies per milliliter. The Hologic Panther Aptima SARS-CoV-2 Assay detected SARS-CoV-2 genomes in 5/5 (100 %) of samples at a minimal concentration of 5.5 × 10e3 copies per milliliter and detected SARS-CoV-2 genome at 5.5 × 10e2 copies in 1 out of 5 specimens (20 %).

Noting the sensitivity difference demonstrated by the LoD study, we sought to assess the performance of TMA on specimens previously tested by RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2. One hundred and sixteen (116) specimens which were nasopharyngeal swabs, and for which sufficient volume existed were selected for testing. This included specimens that were tested by real-time PCR that were: reactive (51), non-reactive (61) and inconclusive \[[@bib0020]\]. Reactive specimens, as evaluated by RT-PCR for the N1 gene had a Ct mean and standard deviation of 26.20 ± 6.67, a median of 25.50 and an interquartile range of 10.55. For the N2 gene they possessed a mean Ct and standard deviation of 26.86 ± 7.53, a median of 26.44 and an interquartile range of 13.98. Notable results from performance of TMA include one specimen that was positive by RT-PCR but negative by TMA (CDC EUA real time PCR Ct Value: 35.73). Four specimens found inconclusive (reactive in duplicate for one of two genes detectable by the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel) by real time PCR resulted conclusively as two positive and two negative by TMA. Omitting the inconclusive specimens from analyses, the Panther demonstrated a 98 % sensitivity (50/51 detected) and generated zero false positive results (100 % specificity). Including inconclusive specimens in the analysis (according to definition above which shows them to be two positive and two negative specimens) results in a sensitivity of 98.1 % (52/53) for TMA and 96.2 % (51/53) for real-time PCR. Percent agreement for specimens found non-reactive ("negative" by TMA) by real-time PCR was 100 % and was 98 % for those found reactive ("positive" by TMA) ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} ).Table 1Analytical Sensitivity Comparison.Table 1copies/mL[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}TMA[\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"} reactivityTaqpath RT-PCR reactivity[†](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}CDC RT-PCR[††](#tblfn0020){ref-type="table-fn"}5.5 × 10e55/5 (100 %)5/5 (100 %)5/5 (100 %)5.5 × 10e45/5 (100 %)5/5[\*\*\*](#tblfn0025){ref-type="table-fn"} (100%)2/5 (40 %)5.5 × 10e35/5 (100 %)0/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)5.5 × 10e21/5 (20 %)0/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)5.5 × 10e10/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)5.5 × 10e00/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)0/5 (0%)[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]Table 2Performance of TMA and RT-PCR on nasopharyngeal specimens.Table 2TMART-PCR[\*](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}**NEGATIVE**6461**POSITIVE**5251[^7]

4. Discussion {#sec0020}
=============

The Hologic Panther SARS-CoV-2 transcription mediated amplification test showed higher analytical sensitivity when compared to real time PCR for the detection of SARS-CoV-2. It additionally provided fewer inconclusive results when evaluating human specimens - perhaps as a result of enhanced sensitivity. In the assessment of clinical specimens, there was one specimen found to be reactive by RT-PCR and non-reactive by TMA. This result is surprising considering the observed higher analytical sensitivity of TMA. We hypothesize that the freezing and thawing, and perhaps storage of specimens may have had a detrimental effect on the specimen, prior to TMA testing. It is notable as well that specimens (collected in VTM) were subject to some dilution prior to testing on the Hologic Aptima system. Using manufacturer's recommendations, 500 μl of specimen material was first added to 710 μl of lysis buffer prior to testing. This means that the sensitivity of the Aptima test may have been underestimated in the testing of human specimens. The finding of two specimens deemed inconclusive by RT-PCR but positive by TMA match the findings of higher analytical sensitivity.

A differential in sensitivities between the two mechanisms is not surprising. Previous studies have shown higher sensitivities associated with TMA based assays compared to RT-PCR for viral detection \[[@bib0040],[@bib0045]\]. Specimens subjected to TMA include a process where 360 μl of collected specimen (transport medium) enter the detection process and is tested. For real time PCR, while 200 μl enters the testing process (extraction), only 5 or 10 μl are subjected to PCR. Moreover, the mechanisms of amplification are very different. PCR involves a doubling of target nucleic acid in each of 40 cycles while transcription-mediated amplification includes the generation of potentially thousands of transcribed copies of target which can each be subsequently turned into transcriptional templates. An additional benefit of the Panther (TMA) platform, not quantified in this study, was its ease-of-use relative to RT-PCR. Samples need only be loaded by random access to the Panther device, which extracts and amplifies/detects in a fully automated fashion. RT-PCR can only be effectively utilized in a batch testing system, which includes extensive extraction prior to detection. This ability to perform high-throughput testing, on a sensitive molecular detection platform has potential to make a significant contribution to the COVID-19 pandemic, where such high demands exist for testing. The Hologic Panther SARS-CoV-2 assay appears to have these traits.
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